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LORD CONWAY OF ALLINGTON
1856-1937
•

announcement in The Times of April zo that Martin Conway
(born April 12, 1856 died April 19, 1937) had passed away in a
London Nursing Home came as a surprise to the writer of this notice,
for we had dined tete-a-tete only a few weeks ago, when he was in good
health and spirits and had stated gratuitously that he was very well.
It came as a surprise rather than a shock, for his illness must have been
a short one, and the best we can wish for those that we love is that they
may be spared prolonged and hopeless ill-health. Conway's varied,
talented and seemingly complex nature was in essence a simple one,
which inspired affection in those who knew him best.
With his passing the Alpine Club loses one of the few left of his
generation and one of the most distinguished in the galaxy of gifted
men who have been numbered among its members. Of his mountaineering career and of his services to the Club more will be said, but
here and now we may claim that his name will live longer in this connection than in any of the many walks of life in which his achievements
received honourable recognition, for he was able, industrious and
unusually versatile. As an antiquarian (F.S.A., Vice-President) and
archreologist, a voluminous writer of pamphlets and author of many
books, on art, travel, exploration and philosophy many of them
largely autobiographical ; and as a politician, he made a name for
himself; while as an art critic, as Professor of Art in Liverpool, and
later, Slade Professor at Cambridge, and as Trustee of the National
Portrait Gallery and of the Wallace Collection, his title to being an
authority on his subject needs no emphasizing. During the War he
was entrusted with the organization of the Imperial War Museum, of
which he was' Director-General 'to the end. In 1906, he discovered
and purchased the interesting ruined castle of Allington near Maidstone. He at once commenced its restoration and soon made it
habitable and more or less of a ' show place,' although the said
restoration was not completed till 1932.
Born at Rochester, the son of a Canon of Westminster, Conway was
educated at Repton and Trinity College, Cambridge, where he took
his M.A. degree, while his merits were recognized in honorary .A.cademic
distinction (Litt.D.) by the Universities of Durham and Manchester.
In politics he contested Bath in I 89 5 unsuccessfully as a Liberal
candidate, a seat at that date hopeless except for a staunch Conservative.
But for his services, or bravery or what-not (for he was never at heart
a party man) he was knighted, and remained out of active political life
till 1918, when he was elected member for the very suitable constituency
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of the Combined English Universities (Durham, Manchester, Liverpool, Leeds, Sheffield, Birmingham and Bristol), this time as a Unionist.
But as already said he was not really a party man, and he became more
and more a free lance, with, like Dr. Belville, ' A taste for making
inconvenient speeches in the House,' and with a like result, for in 1931,
when Allington Castle was on the eve of completion, 'it flashed upon
Britannia that the fittest of rewards was to take him from the Commons
and to put him in the Lords,' and he was created Baron Conway of
Allington. He had been off and on for many years a favourite
' victim ' of his friend Captain Lloyd's genial cartoons in Punch's
' Essence of Parliament,' and on this occasion a particularly happy one
(the original now in possession of the Alpine Club) showed him
trying on a coronet, and aptly labelled ' The Climber.' I believe
Conway enjoyed it as much as anyone, and indeed he may have sat
for it. If he is now looking at what is being written he will, I feel sure,
smile in approval of references which could never have been made if the
writer had thought that they reflected on him otherwise than happily.
He was twice married, and had by his first wife, one child a daughter
(the Hon. Mrs. George Horsfield), who survives him.
Before dealing with his mountaineering career proper and his connection with the Alpine Club, it is perhaps opportune to allude briefly
to his very distinguished connection with the Royal Geographical
Society. All his life he was a traveller, and for many years an explorer
of glacier areas in Spitsbergen, the Himalaya, the Andes, and Terra
del Fuego. The R.G.S. rewarded him with their coveted ' Founders'
Medal,' and elected him a Vice-President. The Alpine Club shared
with the R.G.S. the interest in the exploration and mapping of these
regions ; while his then' record 'height of 23,000 ft. in the Karakorams,
and his ascent of Aconcagua (23,395 ft.), the third, were achievements appealing more especially to climbers ; but exploration and
mountaineering were complementary twins in these arduous and extensive expeditions, equally appreciated by both societies, as well as
by a large public outside them.
Perhaps the greatest boon which Conway conferred upon the Alpine
fraternity was the Zermatt Pocket Book (1881), the first Climbers'
Guide in any language. It was the result of much literary research
and of much field work in the mountains, and was soon followed by a
two-volume Pennine Guide, and after by the celebrated series of' Conway
and .Coolidge' Climbers' Guides, embracing the main mountain groups
in the Alps, which for long held their own against the now innumerable
host in all languages. Just as the Briton was the first to popularize
Alpine climbing as our Club was the first' Alpine Club ' so we have
to congratulate ourselves, through Conway, in being here, too, the first
in the field. Conway was a first-rate topographer and surveyor as
witness his maps of the Karakorams ; he was an indefatigable ' mountain climber ' who, to use his own definition, is one who ' loves first
and foremost to wander far and wide among the mountains, does not
willingly sleep two consecutive nights in the same inn, hates centres,
VOL. XLIX.
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gets tired of a district, always wants to see what is on the other side of
any range of hills, prefers passes to peaks but hates not getting to the
top of anything he starts for, chooses the easiest and most normal
route, likes to know the names of all the peaks in view, and cannot
bear to see a group of peaks none of which he has climbed.' (A.J. IS.
I09.) From the early 'seventies, while in his teens, he had tramped
the Central Alps, done a lot of' first-rate climbing ' (hated term) and
had been elected to the Alpine Club in 1877· But throughout his
mountaineering life he consistently followed these ideals in the Alps,
while in his exploring expeditions, the usual tent life was one which
suited him. He almost always climbed with guides, but he liked to
take them into districts which neither he nor they knew. He understood completely the reading· of a map and the use of a compass. He
told the guides where to go, while they did what work there was to do
-and they ' carried ' for he liked to go light. He did not tarry for
bad weather, unless it was hopeless, but would change his plan according
to what was possible. ' That is our Col,' he would say to Aymonod,
when a rift in the clouds revealed a gap in the ridge. ' Peut etre '
would reply the cautious guide, but on reaching it he would say
' probablement ' ; and going down the other side they generally came
out all right even in fog ; so that before the end of their ' Three months'
scamper through the Alps,' as Coolidge called it, 1 this charming and
philosophical professional became so convinced that he thought no
would-be Alpine guide should be given his certificate until he had
passed an examination on the uses of map and compass.
Con\vay was a very fast goer in his young days, and a good man on
snow and.ice, but he avoided rocks when possible. Indeed, his general
outlook on mountaineering was so individual and so different from
Mummery's that, after discussing the project together, they decided
not to join forces in the Himalaya. His definition of the 'Alpine
Climber ' (see above) is taken from one of the famous series of three
papers to be found in Vol. IS of the ALPINE JouRNAL (1891). His
genial nature was curiously twisted in those days, and he seemed to be
peeved that his papers on' Exhausted Districts '(p. zss) and' Centrist
and Excentrists '(p. 397) classifying mountaineers into groups' artistic,'
'aesthetic,' 'scientific,' 'inquisitive,' 'centrists,' 'excentrists,' 'gymnasts ' and 'mountain climbers,' with veiled eulogy on his own type,
and vitriol cast at those whom he avers are ' sick to death with ennui,'
and ' driven distracted ' if the weather stands between them and a
' first rate ' peak, were not taken very seriously, and that his proposed
'excentric section ' (p. 403) did not meet with any overwhelming
response. ' What is the good of it all ? ' was the attitude of most,
though Mr. Wicks' dignified defence of what Conway called' Centrists '
(p. 340) was generally welcomed. Throughout his life Conway's
nature was essentially religious and mountaineering then, at any rate,
being a part of his religion, he held, as many zealots do, that having the
true faith, it was his duty with the vigour of a Calvin or a Knox to
1
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belabour the unorthodox, ' for is not orthodoxy my doxy ? ' But if
there was then a storm, it was a storm in a tea-cup for everyone but
himself, and for him only temporarily, for he was soon weaned back
into the fold, was made Vice-President in I 893, accepted the editorship
of the ALPINE JouRNAL in I894, elected President in· Igoz, while the
rare distinction of Honorary Membership was conferred on him in
1 934·
There is no doubt that Conway's claim to enduring fame in the
annals of mountaineering will rest chiefly on his great exploring expeditions in distant lands the I-Iimalaya ( I8gz ), Spitsbergen (I 8g6
and 1897), the Andes and Terra del Fuego (r8g8). He wrote books
upon them all, which are to be found in Alpine, Geographical and
General Public Libraries throughout the world. 2
Most of these works have been very competently reviewed in this
JouRNAL, and it would be quite impossible to do them justice in a
notice like this. But had he never made these expeditions, his record
in the Alps, his connection with the Alpine Club, his Climbers' Guides,
his numerous papers and shorter notes in the ALPINE JouRNAL, his
contributions to other works not bearing his name, and his two books
The Alps from End to End (1895) and Mountain Memories (1920) are
sufficient to place him in the front rank of mountaineers.
In I go I he climbed the Breithorn with his daughter, and this was
his farewell to the mountains (Mountain Memories) . But although he
climbed no more officially,3 his thoughts, as evidenced by his later
writings, were ever with the mountains, and he attended meetings of
the Alpine Club off and on up till April of this year; further, in
his extensive travels which extended from I 88o to I 935, any mountain
groups which came in his way attracted his attention and interest.
One of Conway's life-long occupations was writing books, and perhaps two of the mountaineering ones may be singled out for comment
here, although, like the others, they have been reviewed by distinguished
critics in these pages. The Himalayan book appeared in two quarto
volumes with maps in a separate case. A. D. McCormick, who accompanied the expedition in the capacity of an artist, came home with a
portfolio of drawings and water-colour sketches, and three hundred
reproductions illustrate adequately and add greatly to the interest of
these sumptuous volumes. The same artist contributed one hundred
illustrations to The Alps from End to End. This is a charming book
not readily put down '\vhen once opened. Though heartlessly pursued
by bad weather, which seemed to interest almost as much as it incommoded him, the book displays his complete competence as a topographer
and route-finder. There are many anecdotes and many allusions to
the beauty of mountain form, cloud effects, and colouring of meadow
2

Climbing and Exploration in the Karakoram Himalayas (1894); The First
Crossing of Spitsbergen (1897); With Ski and Sledge over Arctic Glaciers (1898);
The Bolivian Andes (1901) ; A concagua and Terra del Fuego (1902).
3 On a comparatively recent visit to Zermatt (? 1929) Conway made several
ascents, bad weather alone preventing him from ascending the Ober Gabelhorn,
the solitary great Pennine, I believe, that he had not climbed.
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and of snow under conditions of sunshine and shadow, sunrise and
sunset. The expedition was undertaken under ideal conditions to
suit his conception of the' Alpine Climber.' Though E. A. FitzGerald
was with him from time to time, he was more often alone with two
Alpine guides (Louis Carrel and J. B. Aymonod) and two Gurkhas
who had been with him in India, and who were to take back with them
a knowledge of technique derived from their association with Alpine
guides. He was thus left with the general control of his route and with
ample carrying power, for though they generally slept in inns or huts,
the kit included a tent, sleeping bags, photographic apparatus and
scientific appliances, including a plane-table. The narrative is
interesting and lucid, and enables the reader to realise the characteristics
of the various mountain groups visited, even if quite unknown to him.
This is no place to do more than allude to the subjects of a few of
his many books on Art published between I88o and I930. They
include studies of Reynolds and Gains borough (I 886), Early Flemish
Artists (I 887), Albert DUrer (I 889), Early Tuscan Artists (I 902), The
Van Eycks (I921), and Art Treasures of Soviet Russia (1925). His
contributions to general literature include The Sport of Collecting (1914),
The Crowd in Peace and War (1915), Episodes of a varied Life (I932)
- a resume of his earlier works and interests, together with many later
reminiscences while his last book, A Pilgrim's Quest for the Divine
(1936), is an essentially serious book, begun in early life and following
the search of a devout nature after eternal truth.4 Some day, someone
may write a ' Life ' of Conway, which will do justice to his varied
activities. These brief notes merely touch the edge of a few of his
interests.
Perhaps a few lines may be added here on the personality of this
remarkable man. He was of medium height, slight in his youth and
never bulky. He showed but few signs of old age, and his thick crop
of dark hair, though gradually whitening, never lost a whit of its
abundance. His intellect remained clear and piercing to the end,
and the only sign of age one noticed was the weakening of his voice,
of which he seemed to be quite unaware, for he would talk to a room
full of people seemingly oblivious of the fact that only those close to
him could hear. In his youth he was looked upon as what used to be
called a' superior person,' and in the Alps was not readily approachable
by his juniors. Then came the' Centrist Excentrist 'phase, followed
by his explorations in which, as in the Alps, it was not easy to find a
party to suit him. Mummery and he fortunately decided not to join
forces, but whether in the Alps or the Himalaya his companionships
seldom remained coherent for very long. Yet it has been said that in
a tent he was the best of companions. Later in life Conway became
a very good ' mixer,' making friends readily on steamers or in hotels ;
he knew everybody that was worth knowing or, at any rate, everyone
he wanted to know: authors, artists, scientists and politicians as well
4

Extracts from which were included in Lord Conway's Memorial Service
at St. Margaret's, Westminster.
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as those ' with handles to their names,' and he was popular with all
parties at Westminster, while at the Savile and the Atheilreum he mixed
with many of the brightest intellects of his time. Many tales might
be told showing how from youth to age a candid and ingenuous spirit
was apt to ·baffle those who laid a trap to corner him. But such
incidents tended to cement rather than to sever friendships, while as
already stated, friendship grew into affection with those who knew him
best. He will be widely missed, and in this Club, of which he had been
a member for sixty years, his niche among the immortals is already
secure.

C. W.
Dr. Wilson has drawn attention to Lord Conway's great geographical
and topographical knowledge. It may be of interest to recall here the
beautiful or appropriate names given by him to various, previously
nameless, peaks and passes in Switzerland. Conspicuous among these
are Wellenkuppe, Siid-Lenz Spitze (now Lenzspitze) , Stecknadelhorn,
\ iVindj och. The Federal Survey was open-minded enough to
p erpetuate these names on the Siegfried map. Other peaks which will
preserve Conway's memory are the Dent du Requin and Le Cardinal
in the Mont Blanc district a contrast to the modern vulgarity rampant
in that group.
In the Himalaya his nomenclature was less successful and names
such as The Bride, Golden Throne, Serpent's Tooth, The Growler,
Pioneer Peak, Crystal and Hidden Peaks, have never found place on
the Survey of India maps. It is possible that these names may be
adopted eventually in the vernacular form.
Conway has written and stated that never in his life had he been
able to keep an ' Alpine secret.' To this indiscretion he attributed the
fact that so comparatively few new routes or peaks fell to his axe in
Europe. When writing his Climbers' Guides he would enquire
minutely from professional natives or amateurs whether such or such
route had ever been accomplished. After deep research it would be
determined that the said route or peak was still virgin. ' Then,' added
Conway, ' my friends would hasten off and accomplish it, without
giving me a chance.'
At the very last meeting of the Club he attended, that of April 6,
the question of Himalayan nomenclature cropped up during the discussion on ' Survey in the Nanda D evi District.' Conway was asked
from the Chair to give his views but refused. After the meeting he
told me that his mouth was so full of words that he could have spoken
for hours, adding that he approved cordially of the Surveyor-General
of India's letter (pp. 106- 7).
It was the last time I saw the lovable and deeply respected
subject of this obituary.

E. L. S.
The Editor has asked me, in addition to Dr. Claude Wilson's excellent
notice of the ' Life of Sir Martin Conway,' to write a short account of
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his expedition to the Karakoram Himalaya. This expedition has,
very rightly, a place of great importance in the history of Himalayan
exploration as it was the first great organized expedition, outside the
activities of the Survey Department, undertaken from England. I am
not forgetting Graham and his many adventures and climbs.
Conway had quite clearly from the commencement given first place
to mountain exploration, although he had hoped to climb a peak or
two as well. It is further rather interesting to speculate on what his
first intentions were, but they were all very much modified, or should
I say extended, by the result of the carnpaign against the Hunza
Principality which took place in the winter of I 89I. It was during
that December that the relations between the Kashmir Government
and the Hunza State became impossible, and under the direction of
Colonel A. G. Durand an expedition was sent to bring the Hunza
people to their senses. After some rather severe fighting, Hunza and
Nagar also, was taken over by the Kashmir Government, and it is rather
wonderful to think that on the arrival of our expedition at the beginning
of May, I 892, we had such an extremely friendly and delightful welcome
by the people of both those two little states, so lately our opponents.
Conway immediately modified his plans, he made arrangements with
the Government of India to explore the mountains round Hunza as
v1ell as Gilgit, and also to traverse the great Hispar Glacier and descend
into Baltistan the chance of a really fine piece of original exploration.
I think I should hark back to point out how extremely carefully and on
perfectly modern lines, Conway, with the help of Oscar Eckenstein,
provided and provisioned the expedition in England. In many ways
the improvement on his arrangements made since that time has been
small, and that says a great deal for his powers of organization and
forethought, for he had had very little previous experience of this sort
to go on and was in this way also a pioneer. The ' Eckenstein '
crampons were provided and u sed , I think, for the first time out of
Europe ; they proved their value \vhenever so used. McCormick
also was attached to the expedition as the artist.
The crossing of the Hispar, naturally, was a great event. About half
of the expedition's baggage had been sent round direct from Kashmir
to Baltistan., and with Eckenstein I had been sent to cross the somewhat
difficult Nushik La to Skardu, and to bring it up to what was to be our
next base Askoley not far from the foot of the Baltoro and almost
at the foot of the Biafo Glacier, down which Conway would arrive
if successful in his crossing. He, however, had the difficult task of
bringing the rest of his baggage with him over the His par-Biafo
Glaciers the two glaciers together making nearly sixty-five miles of
continuous ice. Also, bad weather at the head of the Biafo might cause
very great difficulties indeed.
The crossing having been successfully accomplish€d, the second
great task, the exploration of the Baltoro was undertaken. The
Baltoro Glacier, as all know now, lies in the very centre of the Baltistan
Karakoram and in its upper reaches is surrounded by such a collection
•
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of high summits as probably exists in no other part of the world.
Dominating all is Kz, also called Mt. Godwin Austen, after the first
explorer of the glacier.
There was an immense amount of work to be done. All that country
had been mapped, most efficiently, from the point of view of the valleys
by the Survey Department, but owing to their usual conditions want
of men, want of time, and want of money the upper regions had not
received the attention that they ought to have had. In fact, until that
time, but one fortnight had been spent in the region. That short
period, together with Sir Francis Younghusband's hazardous crossing
of the Muztagh Pass from the N. of the range, formed the sole experience of that prodigious country.
Conway, from this time on, continued the map he had already
started and which remains to this day as far as it goes, authoritative a
very remarkable achievement for a man who had received his first
lesson in surveying during the year previous to starting on his journey.
Some years later, in r8g5, when climbing with Mummery and Professor Collie (an off day) on the S. face of Nanga Pargat, Mummery,
looking up at the Karakoran then beautifully in view, remarked: 'We
are but pioneers, some day all these mountains will be climbed.'
I remembered at the time the remark made by Conway to Mattias
Zurbriggen, our excellent guide, factotum and companion, when the
latter first saw the Gasherbrum group in r8gz, and said: 'What
a mountain! No one at least will put their feet on that summit,' and
how Conway made to him practically the same remark that Mummery
then made to me three years later on Nanga Parbat.
Most of our time on the Baltoro was taken up by Conway in surveying, but from the top of a peak which we climbed for purposes of
view, and which was by the way a really splendid climb into the
bargain, although naturally insignificant and nameless, and whence we
saw the entire Baltoro system, he decided to make an attempt on that
wonderfully beautiful mountain which he named the Golden Throne.
When the time came our attempt on the mountain was foiled, but we
climbed a subsidiary point, called by us Pioneer Peak, in the neighbourhood of 2 3,ooo ft., which fulfilled all the ambitions that Conway had
to add a great peak to his exploration and which proved, considering
the work we had been doing, sufficient for the powers of the party.
Thence we slowly beat a retreat making our different ways back to
India ; Conway adding to his knowledge of Baltistan by making a crosscountry journey to Leh.
On the whole I think his nomenclature of peaks was probably too
fanciful, although I hope that ' Golden Throne ' will stand, there being
no native name for it at all, while in every way the name Muztagh
Tower for that very wonderful pinnacle is suitable and simple, but
there were certain other names suggested which were not so happy .
Also was added to our experiences our exploration of the Upper
Bagrote Nala where, early in May, we really saw what a danger the
avalanches of the Himalaya could be. Whole mountain sides were
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alive, and I think we were all very thankful that we got out of it without
mishap. We had the curious experience of sitting under cover on
a ridge and watching a large number of ibex being carried down by
an avalanche vvithin ten yards of us.
From one of the branch valleys in the Bagrote we also saw what will
probably be the best advance when any future expedition tries to
climb Rakaposhi, that glorious mountain which dominates the Hunza
valley, one of the most beautiful peaks, I am sure, in the w-hole range.
To complete this very slight sketch I will definitely make this
assertion: It vvas Conway's expedition which brought the Himalaya
to Europe.

C. G. B.
The Editor has kindly invited me to add a few words regarding
Conway's Arctic explorations.
I had only met him once or twice at the Club p·r evious to I896 and
our close association began that year when he invited me to join his
expedition to Spitsbergen. The daily and hourly contact necessitated
by such expeditions brings out the character of a man better than years
of casual acquaintanceship. The intimate association in a small
Mummery tent for several weeks, the sleeping-bag confidences and
interchange of views on life in general, the personal predilections and
antipathies in particular, give a fairly clear insight into the mind of one's
stable companion. The low roof of a Mummery tent is perhaps its
most irritating characteristic, and on one occasion, when Conway had
dived in head foremost and upset something, I told him that I was
reminded of the description given by Dumas fils of his new entresol
flat in Paris which he approved of, in general, but complained that the
roof was so low he could have nothing but soles for dinner.
What struck me most about Con·w·ay was his keenness and enthusiasm
for whatever he took up, his attention to detail and his industry. When
once he had got an idea nothing would stop him from carrying it out.
He was a born j ournalist and hardly any subject came amiss to his
pen, as shown by his publications on many subjects of widely different
character though he showed but little interest in pure science.
Conway was essentially good-natured, genial and studiously fair in
his dealings with his fellow travellers. His good nature even extended
to his publishers. He evidently did not endorse Byron's famous quip' now Barra bas was a publisher,' for on learning that the sale of his
first book on our I 896 expedition had not been as good as had been
expected, he wrote an account of our second expedition in I 897 and gave
it to his publishers by way of compensation. Full accounts of the two
expeditions are contained in his two volumes, The Fi1'St Crossing of
Spitsbergen and With Ski and Sledge over Arctic Glaciers. 5 As Conway
pointed out on various occasions, the name Spitsbergen vtas first given
to the main westerly island by Barentzoon, a Dutchman, but it is still
5
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misspelt Spitzbergen in allusions to the island in the daily press of
to-day.
The results of these two expeditions du~ to Conway's enterprise and
initiative may be briefly summarised.
A considerable portion of the interior not previously explored was
mapped for the first time and a practical route discovered from the west
to the east coast. As far as could be ascertained there is no true icesheet in western Spitsbergen as previously supposed, but the general
character of the glaciation resembles that of Switzerland, though the
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P hoto, E. ] . Garwood. ]
SPITSBERGEN:

CONWAY SURVEYING AT MIDNIGHT.

post-glacial period is not so far advanced at the present time in Spitsbergen as in Switzerland. The action of frost, owing to the alternation
of the long winter night and the long summer day is more intense,
and the movement of the glaciers more rapid as long as the sun is
continuously above the horizon. In consequence of this the upper
layers of the glacier shear over the lower until they overhang and fall
off to produce a vertical front or ' Chinese Wall.' The talus thrown
down still further delays the advance of the lower layers with the result
that the rock fragments in the ice are sheared up to an elevation above
that of their source of origin, forming a roughly stratified englacial
moraine. This rapid advance of the ice in summer is not due to an
increased snowfall nor to a more rigid climate than formerly, but on the
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contrary, to an amelioration in the climate at the present time. These
and other observations throw a considerable light on problems connected with the Glacial Period in Britain.
As food is usually referred to in most accounts of Alpine expeditions,
I may mention that Convvay was ndt an epicure and was quite the worst
cook I have come across. In 1896 we began by taking turns at cooking,
but it was not long before I was promoted to the office of ' Minister of
the Interior 1 ' Boiling eider ducks' eggs hard was easy, but when it
came to frying lumps of reindeer meat in a shallow pan the inside of
the steaks was found to be still nearly raw. To obviate this defect
I boiled the meat first and then browned it in the pan ; Conway said
that I had invented a new type of cooking which it was suggested might
be called ' brilling,' as it was a mixture of boiling and grilling. The
second year, during our sledging expediton, we lived on a most noxious
compound called ' emergency rations,' and the cooking was confined
to melting snow for drinking a task which could be safely allotted to
Conway!
Conway was in no sense of the word a good sailor, as he was wont
to admit. To quote his own words : ' Lovers of the sea and those to
whom its motion is kind can have no conception of the joy a true
landsman feels whenever he quits, if but for an hour, one of those
hateful prisons of the deep, called ships. Words cannot describe my
normal loathing for the sea, save as a floor to look down upon from a
height of not less than 1 ,ooo ft. when the air endows it with an aspect
of repose not its own.' From this confession it will be realized that
he was not at his best in a whale-boat and that he became a passenger
and a miserable one at that. I remember once, when approaching
our camp by water, he insisted on being landed and finished the
rest of the distance on foot. Indeed, one of the two occasions when
we did differ was in connection with a boat expedition the other
being when I had used some of our precious fuel to melt snow to
have a wash.
Conway had a keen sense of humour. In 1896 Gregory had brought
a tin box filled with pure alcohol into which he popped any example
of the live fauna which he came across. One day I called Conway's
attention to this while Gregory was immersing a newly-hatched eider
duckling, and propounded this riddle : ' Why is Gregory the most
cheering of companions ? ' ' Because he puts every living thing he
meets into good spirits.' Conway thoroughly enjoyed the joke and for
long continued to chuckle. He was one of the few people who really
enjoyed a joke against himself. On one occasion vvhen I was sitting
in my club I heard a familiar laugh which could belong to none but
Conway. I looked round but could not see him anywhere ; presently
a clean-shaven man stood over me with a large and ample smile whom
at last I recognized. 'Why,' said I, 'you have shaved off your
moustache! ' 'Well,' said he, ' I thought it time that I took my
friends into my confidence.'
Conway was naturally a wide reader, and in 1896 his favourite poets
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seemed to be Swinburne and Henley. One of his favourite quotations
from Swinburne might well serve for his epitaph :
' From too much love of living
From hope and fear set free
We thank with brief thanksgiving
Whatever Gods may be.'

E.

J. G.

WILLIAM J. PETHERICK

I8S7-I937
•

WE regret to record the death at Exmouth of William John Petherick
at the age of eighty. A brother-in-law of A. F. Mummery, he climbed
with him in the Alps. In I88g they made the first passage of the
Schreckjoch. The following year they were together in the Caucasus
when they made the first passage of the Fytnargyn Pass (Karaul to
Zeshko Valley). He was elected to the Club in I8gs, but Mummery
perished in the Himalaya during that year and, as shortly afterwards
Petherick married, the Alps knew him no more. But to the end of
his life he retained the keenest interest in the Club and the ALPINE
JOURNAL, and delighted to listen to stories of the doings of his younger
climbing friends.
•

J. F. M.

ALBERT HElM

I849-I937
PROFESSOR HEIM, born April I2, I849, our Honorary Member since
I897, passed away on August 3I, I937, after a lengthy illness, at the
advanced age of eighty-eight. He had studied Geology at Zurich
under the famous Escher von der Lindt, extending his knowledge
during a stay at Berlin and voyages farther north, as also in Italy,
where he had the luck to witness the great eruption of Mount
Vesuvius of I 872.
As a young man of seventeen to twenty-two he made himself known
by the publication of not less than seven admirably sharp Panoramas
(Grosse Mythe, Santis, Pizzo Centrale, Ruchen, Glarnisch, etc.).
His academic career began at twenty-two, teaching Geology at the
Polytechnikum and the University of Zurich. During I873 and
I 87 5 took place his election as Professor at these scientific Institutes,
he succeeding his beloved Escher. He kept these posts for full thirtyeight years, giving them up for reasons of health. This, however,
did not prevent him from composing afterwards his biggest work,
the famous Geology of Switzerland (3 volumes), which occupied him
for fifteen years.
As a teacher he was a stimulating speaker, full of his subject, and
as a writer his clear and incisive style secured him very soon a wide
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reputation. With his pupils he used to undertake lengthy geological
excursions in the mountains, bringing home a lot of heavy samples
for the collection of the Polytechnikum. Then, while his young companions went to sleep and rested, he used to work out the whole
scientific results of their climbs during the subsequent night.
Heim's principal publications in the course of years were the
following:

Untersuchungen uber den Mechan£smus der Gebirgsbildung und
Geolog£sche Monographie der Tod£-Windgiillengruppe (2 big
volumes).
188 5. H andbuch der Gletscherkunde und Geolog£sches Blatt XIV der
Dufourkarte.
1891. Geologie der Alpen zwischen Reuss und Rhe£n.
1894. (with Carl Schmidt) Geolog£sche Karte der Schweiz I : soo,ooo
(causing quite a sensation).
I go 5.
Geolog£e des Siint£sgebirges. Quartband. 650 pages and 32 tables.
1910. (with Oberholzer) Geologische Karte der Glarneralpen.
19I6- 1922. Geologie der Schweiz (3 volumes, I7oo pages and 325
figures in the text, and 55 Profiles and Maps). Heim's biggest
work of fifteen years' duration (Prix Marcel Benoist). A
classical work, which since Bernhard Studer (I853) no one
had had the courage to tackle ; and
1932. (when over eighty) Bergstiirze und Menschenleben.
1878.

His shorter articles on geological and other subjects amount to
nearly 400. The Geological Map of Switzerland I : I oo,ooo was
partly his creation, as also similar ones of many parts of the said
country.
Heim may be said to have created a school for Alpine Reliefs, and
his superb relief of the Santis Group exhibited at the Alpine Museum
at Berne has never been surpassed. Becker, Imfeld, Meili, Simon
and others were greatly influenced by him.
Up to the last he was a tremendous worker, and Mr. Duff Cooper's
profound sentence that ' Work is a form of pleasure, one of the greatest
in life,' found in Heim a living proof. He had been elected a Doctor
hon. causae at the Universities of Berne and Oxford, and of the
Polytechnikum of Zurich, as well as an honorary member of many
geological, geographical and other Societies. Amongst many others,
Professor Arbenz, Berne (Leo Wehrli, Zurich) has published an excellent obituary of Heim (made use of in these notes), while a Club hut of
the S.A.C. near the Winterstock (Gotthard group), built in his lifetime,
was named after him as a well-merited honour. Madame Heim, his
wife, was the first woman physician in Switzerland, and Professor
Arnold Heim, the well-known Tibetan explorer, is the worthy son of
his great father. The latter, by the way, has found a special pleasure
in breeding Newfoundland dogs, and has also published a little
brochure on the subject.
P.M.

•
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HERBERT J. MOTHERSILL

1868-1937

•

ONE of the many penalties attaching to old age is that one loses so many
friends. But they do not seem dead to me : they live in memory ;
and that perhaps is why I have been called on so often to write something about them for this JOURNAL. Quite unexpectedly I was asked
to write about Lord Conway. I thought there must be others who
had known him more intimately ; for, though I had known him since
the 'eighties, had helped him a bit when he edited the JouRNAL, had
been a member of mutual clubs, had ever kept in touch with him, and
read his books, I had never climbed with him, and had but seldom
slept under the same roof. Yet it seemed that I was the only Alpine
friend left ~ho had known him so long, and knew the ins and outs of
his mountaineering career.
It -vvas otherwise with Mothersill : I had not known him in his
early climbing days, but for many years we had been close friends,
and since the war had done a good deal of climbing together in the
Alps, sometimes guideless, sometimes with guides or mutual friends,
and we had stayed in each others houses : we knew each other well.
He was a first-rate mountaineer, a safe man on any rope, a careful
and competent climber to whom one might safely entrust beginners.
He was a good route-finder and led me in thick fog when traversing
the (to us quite unknown) Basodino from Tosa Falls to Bignasco :
we knew that we had reached the top by the presence of the immense
cairn and of footsteps which led us down the other side by an easy
but circuitous route. He was the best of comrades on a mountain
and as a travelling companion.
Mothersill was elected a member of the Alpine Club in I 8g8with a very good qualification. His lifelong friend Arthur Bartleet
had been elected two years earlier. They climbed a great deal together
in many Alpine districts in the 'nineties and the first decade of the
present century, and many great climbs and a few new routes are to
their credit. They travelled with various guides, but a good deal
with the two Schallers, and also guideless. I met them first at Courmayeur, and we became friends at once. Bartleet's health failed, and
after many years of semi-invalidism he died about a year ago.
Mothersill was engaged in writing a tribute to his friend's memory
for this JouRNAL, 6 when towards the end of June of this year he was
run into by a motor lorry in Manchester, receiving fatal injuries. He
was sixty-nine, but young for his age, and his life was full of physical
and mental activities. A Manchester man since leaving school, he
became a great authority on cotton. He visited India, was consulted
by the Board of Trade in London, and was one of the Government
party at the Ottawa Conference.
6

It has been impossible, to our great regret, to collate all the notes in time
for publication in this number of the JOURNAL. The obituary and portrait will
appear in Vol. so. Editor.

Photo, Lajayc:tte.]

I-I. J. l\1oTHERSILL
1868-1937·
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Mothersill was educated at Rugby, where he was one of the athletes
of his day. He played Rugger for the School and, later, for Manchester.
But he took to climbing in Wales, in the Lakes, on the Pennine Gritstones, and in the Alps. He had a niche of his own in Alpine circles,
and had served on the Committee of the Club. But he took a great
interest in the young generation of Lancashire climbers, joined the
Rucksack Club in I 907, and was elected president in I 928. I was a
guest at one of their dinners, when I realise4 his immense popularity
and prestige among this hearty and very active community. A business
man in Manchester and in London, he was a typical family man and
country gentleman at his home in Cheshire. His tragic end is an
irreparable loss to very many friends in many walks, where his sterling
worth was recognized. Indeed, no one could be with him for an hour
without realizing his genuine character. Many business men and
many British climbers might have been more capable than myself to
do him justice in a memoir of this length ; but no one living, it would
seem, had climbed with him so much in the Alps, and consequently
the sad task has fallen on my shoulders, and I can speak for myself
and for his other Alpine friends in sensing the loss that we feel, and in
expressing our heartfelt sympathy with his widow an~ his family.

c. w.

I first met Herbert Mothersill at the Bar, Grindelwald, in July
I895, and on the following day, having reached the Schreckhorn by
the Andersongrat, found him on the top. We descended together,
finding dangerous snow resting on ice in many parts of the Schreckjoch route. He was steadiness personified. Subsequently we were
on many Oberland and Valaisan peaks together during the course of
that fine season. The same was the case during several following
years when he was climbing_with Arthur Bartleet.
In recent years Mothersill was with Claude Wilson and myself in
Tyrol, in the Stubai and Oetz districts. In I934 he and I arrived
alone together about 7 P.M. in the old Karlsruhe hut above Ober Gurgl.
The guardian was away, the food and firewood locked up, and we had
no lantern with which to descend ! We supped and breakfasted off
one small and ancient roll found in his rucksack, but under the circumstances our intended ascent of the Hochwilde, despite a perfect
morning, had to be renounced. This failure constituted, I believe, his
last attempted ascent. No more charming, unselfish or even-tempered
companion could be found, while as an all-round mountaineer he had
few superiors in the Alps.
E. I.J. S .

•
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EDWARD BRANTHWAITE MOSER
I85o- I936
E. B. MosER, who died on November 9, I936, was born at Kendal,
of a Westmorland family, in I85o. He entered Shrewsbury School
in I 864, and before he left he showed his versatility by being in the
Upper Sixth 3 years, Captain of Boats 3 years, Captain of Football
2 years, and Huntsman I year.
At St. John's, Cambridge, to which
he went with a scholarship, he won two Browne Medals, and was
placed eleventh in the Classical Tripos. He returned straight to his
old school, and to it he gave the rest of his life. For 37 years he was
a master, and for 27 of these he ruled over the house which he had
founded and built himself, and which, on his retirement in I9I r, he
made over as a gift to the school. Since then he continued to live
nearby, never losing touch with the games, the masters, or even the
successive generations of boys, and playing the part in school life of
the Elder Statesman. During the War he considerately put himself
at the disposal of the school and returned temporarily to teaching.
Otherwise, he occupied himself as a magistrate and in semi-public
work to which he devoted himself with characteristic conscientiousness.
His particular hobby was the building up of a fine collection of nearly
eighty English water-colours, which he bequeathed to Shrewsbury
School, where they will ultimately hang in a building named after him,
which was built to house them and the school's ancient library. He
was no mere uninstructed collector who depended on the advice of
others ; his artistic taste was sensitive and informed, and his judgment on his favourite subject rarely erred.
Moser was elected to the Club in r898, on a list of nearly thirty-five
peaks ascended, a few each season over a number of years, but an injury
to his knee early stopped his mountaineering. He had been brought
up among the fells, and loved hill-walking, and when he took to the
mountains, he did so rather more in the spirit of a hill-walker to whom
any beautiful landscape appealed than in that of one who sought to
develop any specialised skill as a climber. A member of the Club
who climbed with him writes : ' He would have repudiated the title
of climber in the modern sense, nor was he one of the guideless
climbing band. . . . He was accustomed from his boyhood to tramp
the fells and acquired naturally a knowledge of the mountains and skill
in fell-walking which made him quick and sure when he came to
Switzerland, whether on ice, snow or rock. He was essentially a
mountain-lover who took to climbing as· a means of enjoying the
mountains . . . . As a companion he was delightful and very unselfish,
and his sub-acid humour lightened any little difficulty which might
arise.'
Moser, wherever he was known, whether in local public life or as a
schoolmaster, commanded universal respect. He was absolutely
single-minded, virile and direct, and never lost a meticulous sense of
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duty. He was as precise in his talk as he was in his scholarship ; his
terse and trenchant sayings have become proverbial in his school, but
his often caustic comments never hurt, and were never meant to, for
they thinly veiled a great kindness of heart.
J. B. 0.
G. L. COLLINS
I8S8-Ig36
BY the death of George Lissant Collins at his home in Rochdale on
December 3, 1936, the Club has lost another of its prominent northern
members. Collins who had attained the age of 78 years was born
in Liverpool in I858, and after education at Liverpool College, was
articled to a Solicitor and at the Final examination obtained First
Class Honours, together with a prize and a special gold medal.
A little later he moved to Rochdale and entered the well-known firm
of Jackson & Co., of which, at the time of his death, he had been senior
partner for many years. He was also Clerk to the County Justices and
Commissioners of Taxes for the large Middleton area which includes
Rochdale and Oldham. In other walks of life he was a keen musician
and a very active member of the congregation of Rochdale Parish
Church.
His AIpine career began in I 893, and his qualification list shows that
he·was out in each of the next four years and was elected to the Club
in March I898. He was proposed by Roderick Williams who had
been the responsible leader of the party each year, and except for the
ascent of Monte Rosa, all their climbs had been guideless. From that
year he was in the AIps almost every season until I 914. In the earlier
years he was still with Williams, and with Archer-Thomson and others,
and they mainly wandered over the Central and Eastern Alps. I first
met Collins as a climber at Mooserboden in I9<?I when his party arrived
over the Grosse Wiesbachhorn, and after that we were together for
part of our hol~day in each of eight seasons, Archer-Thomson being
frequently with us. At the outbreak of war we were at Cresta-Avers
and found our way home from Genoa in the Cretic, which had been
engaged as a refugee ship to bring tourists home from abroad. Collins
went out once only after the War, in I924, when he ascended the
Laquinhorn and some smaller points and, after most of us had gone
home, he and the Rev. Edmund Freeman took a guide and crossed the
Allallin Pass from the Britannia hut to Taesch. That was ·his last
climb, as his strength began to fail, but he still went to the Lake District
and walked there. He was on Great Gable at Whitsuntide I924 when
the War Memorial of the Fell and Rock Club was dedicated, and in
subsequent years.
His was an unusual career for a mountaineer : I think he must have
made nearly 150 expeditions, of which three only were with guides.
Two I have mentioned ; the third was the W eisshorn : . the late
R. B. J. Binnie in 1910 wanted to complete his qualification for the
•
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Club and Collins was the only male member of our party left, so
the two went to Randa, engaged a guide and the qualification was
completed.
Collins hardly ever led . . ·1 onc.e·asked him why that was so, and he
replied that he hardly kne\v his sight was not so very good, bu't it
was more 'that he had always been with such swells.' There have
been few that would not have been content to follow Williams arid
Thomson. I think it was partly his sight, but he was always happy
in the mountains, taking the rough with the smooth, enjoying every
incident of the life out there ; the luxurious hotel, the vilest hut, the
gite in the open, all came alike. I once persuaded him to lead over a
glacier pass and of course all went well, but as a second or third member
of a party I could never wish for a better. Reliable and always ready
with _the rope, a strong carrier and able to give very good support to
a leader. He was a member of the Scottish Mountaineering Club
from Igo8 and was at about ten of the Easter Meets of that Club, and
had made many expeditions there. Collins \Vas, I believe, an original
member of the Climbers' Club.
He was seldom in London so was not known to many who regularly
attend meetings of the Club, but I am sure that I speak for a great
number of those who have valued him as one of the best of their
friends. We look on memories of days spent with him on hills at
home or abroad as amongst the treasures of our lives.
G. A. S.
KARL WIEN
Igo6-I937
THE death of Karl Wien in the fatal avalanche of June I 5 on Nanga
Parbat means not only a heavy loss to mountaineering but to
geography as well, both of which to their profit had found in
him a rare personal union. He was born in Wi.irzburg on September I o, I go6, and was educated first at the ' gymnasium ' of that
town and later in Munich. It was, perhaps, the influence of the
great personality of his father, the famous physicist and Nobel prize
winner, Professor Wilhelm Wien, that led him to follow in his steps ;
he went to the University of Munich, where he was promoted in
physics in I930. He then started on a career as technical physicist
in the laboratories of the electric firm, Siemens & Halske of Berlin.
There was, however, another factor which became more and more
dominant in his life. Already in early youth he had become acquainted
with that beauty and great experience the mountains give to those who
possess t4e grace to see and to appreciate. From Mittenwald, where
his father had a country house, he had made excursions at random to
the mountains in the neighbourhood of theWetterstein and Karwendel.
Later, as a university student, he joined in I924 the A.A.- V., Miinchen,
in which he formed lasting friendships such as with Willo Welzenbach,
Paul Bauer and with nearly all those who had followed his appeal
VOL. XLIX.
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to accompany him to Nanga Parbat. He went through an intensive
training in rock-climbing in the Bavarian and Tyrolese mountains,
where, in the autumn of I 92 5, he discovered three new climbs in the
Wetterstein; but already in the winter of I924 he had made his first
visit to the Western Alps, traversing the Bernese Oberland on skis.
In the winter of I926 he visited the Valais, where he succeeded in making
the first winter ascent of the Lyskamm, W. peak. These winter ascents
particularly suited his taste as enterprises entailing hardships and
perseverance. In April I927 he accomplished the first winter traverse
of Mont Blanc from the Geant Glacier to the Vallot hut. But in
summer also he had developed partly under the guidance of Welzenbach into a fine mountaineer on ice : in I 926 he climbed the
Matterhorn by the Z'mutt ridge, and in September of that year he
accomplished successfully with Welzenbach 7 those great first ascents
in the Glockner group: Glockerin N.W. face, Eiskogele N. face and
the mighty Gross Glockner N. face. In the winter of I928 he
climbed the Bianco ridge under severe conditions which caused his
companion Dr. Hartmann the loss of his toes. 8
Owing to his exploits as a mountaineer Karl Wien at the youthful
age of 2I was chosen by Dr. Rickmers as a member of the climbing
party of the Pamir expedition, I928, during which he set his foot
on z6 summits, 20 of which were over sooo metres, as well as on
Mt. Kaufmann (7200 m.).
Besides his climbing feats he was able to give Dr. Finsterwalder,
the cartographer of that expedition, valuable assistance in the stereophotogrammetrical survey of the Trans Alai mountains, the knowledge
for work of which kind he had gained formerly by practical field-work
for the Zillertaler map. In I93I Paul Bauer selected him for his
Kangchenjunga team and entrusted him with the stereo-photogrammetrical work of that expedition. Although continuously with the
advance party reaching the highest point on the N .E. spur his
restless energy allowed him to accomplish the survey of the difficult
district so well that it was possible to draw from the material he
brought home the map of the Zemu Glacier which, incidentally, is
the first map with exact photogrammetrical contour lines of a Himalayan
9
district. The impressions collected in the immense spaces of Central
Asia and later in the greatest mountain region of the world made his
decision final to choose the scientific career for which he prepa~ed
himself by intensive studies in meteorologic, climatologic and geographical problems in general. In September 1933- August 1934 he
accomplished extensive travels in Mrica, particularly in the highlands
of East Africa, together with Professor Carl Troll of Berlin University,
the outcome of which were many scientific results. As a mountaineer
7

The memorial book Willo Welzenbach's Bergfahrten was edited by Dr.
Wien.
8
Hartmann and Wien have set a memorial to their friendship in the
beautiful Kantschtagebuch (Pustet, 1934), the diary of Hartmann on Kangchenjunga, 1931, edited and provided with a preface by Dr. Wien.
9
This splendid map, i: 33,333, is published in H.J. vii. Editor.
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he climbed the crater mountain Mount Meru (5400 m.) ; in an attempt
to climb Mount Kenya he attained about 5000 m. (Point Lenana),
but failed to reach the actual summit owing to bad weather. Besides
his photogrammetrical work he made meteorological observations which
resulted in important contributions to the climatology of East African
districts. His B eitriige zur Klimatologie des Roten M eer Gebietesnot yet published were accepted as habilitation work by the faculty
for natural science of Munich University, where he would have begun
lecturing this year.
Mter his return from Africa he went to the Technische Hochschule, Hanover, where he completed his knowledge of stereophotogrammetry by working out personally his field observations
in Central Africa, especially in the l{enya Massif. In I 93 6 he went
again to the Himalaya of Sikkim under Paul Bauer, where he climbed
Siniolchu and Nepal Peak and, traversing the Simvu Saddle, made a
hazardous journey down the Passanram Valley. This latter undertaking was planned in view of the Nanga Parbat expedition of 1937
whose leader was to be Dr. Wien. All the tasks that were entrusted
to him he fulfilled with exceptional skill. Not only did he make a
thorough investigation into the weather question (on which he has
published valuable papers), but he was also thoroughly up to his job
as organizer and leader of men. He was fortunate in that he could
choose all his companions from close, personal friends, so that he was
able to form one of the finest teams that has ever set itself such a
formidable task. The close interconnection of his activities as
mountaineer and as scientist made his exploits particularly fruitful
for both, and he was called on to play a leading part in both. The
charm of his winning personality has gained him friends also in England,
where he had been several times he joined the Alpine Club in 1935and the overwhelming helpfulness that was shown on the occasion
of the tragic disaster in so many British quarters was due not least
to the sympathy felt for our unforgettable friend.
PAUL BAUER.

We would again associate the Club, JOURNAL and all British climbers
with our member's tribute to a very great mountaineer and charming
personality. Editor.
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